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DRAW A
CLOWN
We can’t forget what everyone knows
Is he must have a red, round nose
His mouth is as wide as
the River Nile
So draw for him a
humungous smile.
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Draw his body,
his arms and hands
Add orange gloves that look so grand

When drawing a clown it is said
You must begin with his
big round head

He needs some legs to help him stroll
Make them long and skinny like a pole
Draw him an outfit that looks mighty fine
He loves a onesie with a colourful design
For his feet, here’s some clues
He needs some big, goofy clown shoes

He wants attention
so people will stare
So give him colourful, curly hair

On his shirt he wears a trick flower
If you get too close it will give you a
shower

He wants to hear people
laugh and cheer
So on each side of his head
give him an ear.

I hope you listened to every rule
And now your clown is looking cool.

To make sure he can see what to do
Draw for him bright eyes, coloured
blue
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When you draw a monster, it is said
You must begin with a funny-shaped head.
He’ll be able to see in the night skies
If we draw him three googly eyes

Our monster will have a big, ugly nose
With green boogers coming out like a hose
He needs a mouth so he can eat
All the children’s smelly feet
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Now up the top and underneath
This monster needs lots of sharp teeth
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Just below we need to check
That we don’t forget to draw his neck

Our monster is big and his belly is too
So let’s draw his large body blue
To make him look a little scary
He needs some arms that are hairy

Some legs are needed to make him move
Choose how many to make him groove.
To help him walk down the street
He will need some big, stinky feet
Now it’s time to make your monster unique
Add something scary that will make
everyone shriek!

